In this paper we study complete metrics conformai to the hyperbolic disc. We show that any smooth function K bounded between two negative constants is the curvature of such a metric. We also show that if K > 0 near the boundary, K cannot be the curvature of such a metric.
Introduction.
Here we consider complete metrics which are conformally equivalent to the hyperbolic metric on the unit disc in R2. If we denote the hyperbolic metric by h = dxdy/(l -r2)2 and if g is conformally equivalent to h, then g is of the form e2u dx dy 9= (1-r2)2 for some function u. If we denote the Gauss curvature of g by Kg, then u satisfies the differential equation
where Ah is the hyperbolic Laplacian which henceforth we denote by Ä. We pose the question: For which smooth functions K can equation (*) be solved so that the resulting metric is complete? We also discuss the uniqueness of the solution for a given K.
We can summarize our results as follows: Existence. Suppose there exist complete metrics gx, gi conformai to h with f/i < 92 and Kgi < K92. Let K9l < K < Kg2 be given. Then there exists a complete metric g with </i < </ < </2 and with Gauss curvature equal to K. In particular, if c^ < K < ci < 0, then there is a complete metric uniformly and conformally equivalent to h with curvature equal to K. In this case, the metric will also be unique.
We will exhibit examples of complete metrics with curvature tending to -co at the boundary, complete metrics with curvature tending to 0 at the boundary, and metrics which have some positive curvature.
Nonexistence. There are no complete metrics conformally equivalent to h with curvature nonnegative in a neighborhood of the boundary.
Uniqueness. If K is bounded between two negative constants, then the solution to (*) is unique. However, there exist functions K which tend to a negative constant near the boundary and for which there are distinct uniformly equivalent conformai metrics with curvature equal to if.
Boundedness. If K < c < 0 in a neighborhood of the boundary, then the solution is bounded from above, while if K > -N in a neighborhood of the boundary the solution is bounded below. These follow readily from the local Schwarz lemma [2] . We will also show that if K -> 0 near the boundary, there is no complete metric uniformly and conformally equivalent to h with curvature equal to if. The same result holds if if -> -co near the boundary.
Similar results on the existence and uniqueness of solutions have been independently obtained by P. Aviles and R. McOwen [1] ; they have also extended their results to the case n > 3.
1. Existence. THEOREM 1. Suppose tp, (f> and K are smooth functions on B = {x G R2| |x| < 1} with the properties that (i) <p < i¡¡ in B, and
Then there exists u G C°°(B) with (f> < u < ip such that Au = -1 -K(x)e2u.
PROOF. Fix a smooth function <p < g < ip on B. For R < 1, set Br = {x G We show that a subsequence of the ur converges uniformly on compact sets to a smooth solution u. It is clear that <f> < ur < if on Br> for all R > R'. We now proceed to get uniform gradient estimates on Br> for all u r, R > R" -R' + ^(1 -R').
It is well known that the inequality Mx,asR"|Vuñ| \o,br" < C(\ur\qiBr" + \d2XtdBallAEUR\o, BR,,) holds, where C is a constant depending only on dimension, Aß is the Laplacian with respect to the Euclidean (flat) metric, |Vu| is the norm with respect to the Euclidean metric and dx^sR denotes the distance from x to the boundary of Br. Applying this to ur for x G Bri , one obtains 5(1 -R')\Vur\0,br, < \dx,dBR" |Vufl| \o,BRl, < C(\ur\o,Br" + \dl,dBR,AEUR\o,BR") < C(\ur\0,Br" + \d2xdB^EUR\o,BR,,)-
We note that d2 9BAeur is uniformly equivalent to Aur. Since ur satisfies (*) in Br, the right-hand side of the inequality is bounded by C(\ur\o,br" + I -1 -if(x)e2uñ|0,Bñ") which in turn is bounded independently of R. Thus we can let R -► 1 and we get a uniform C^-bound on ur in uri for R > R' + |(1 -R'). Standard elliptic theory now gives us uniform estimates on the C2+a norm of ur independent of R. Let i?y be an increasing sequence of numbers 0 < Rj < Rj+i < 1 tending to 1. On Brx the sequence {urj}°°=2 1S uniformly bounded in | ¡2+q,bRi and hence has a subsequence (tti,y) which converges to a solution. On Br2, the sequence Migare uniformly bounded in the | \2+a,BR norm (for j sufficiently large). Hence, we extract a subsequence U2,j which converges uniformly on Br2 . Continue inductively in this fashion. Then a subsequence of the diagonal sequence will converge uniformly on compact subsets to a solution. □ COROLLARY. Suppose that cx < K < C2 < 0. Then there exists a smooth function u which solves Au = -1 -K(x)e2u.
We now give examples of metrics e2uh which exhibit, in turn, the following properties:
(i) if > 0 at some points,
(ii) if -► -co as r -> 1, (iii) if -> 0 as r -> 1.
We will see in §2 that any metric which exhibits property (ii) or (iii) cannot be uniformly equivalent to h. Thus the solutions cannot be bounded. and if g = e^h,
which tends to -oo. We see that g is complete since gij = (1/ulnu)2f or u = (1 -r2).
2. Nonexistence. THEOREM 2. Suppose K G C7°°(ß) is nonnegative in a neighborhood of dB.
Then there does not exist any complete metric g, conformai to h, having curvature if.
PROOF. Suppose o = e2uh is such a metric. Consider the identity mapping (B,g) -> (B,h). By the local Schwarz lemma [2] , the map is metric decreasing, up to a factor. Thus e2"/(l -r2)2 > C/(l -r2)2 and u is bounded below.
Thus we may assume that u > C satisfies Au = -1 -K(x)e2u. We denote by ü(r) the average of u on circles of radius r. Since A is rotationally symmetric, Au = Aü. As if is nonnegative near the boundary, it follows that Aü < -1 near dB. Thus Thus, near r = 1, / is approximately equal to (1 -r2)Q(4a2r2 -4a)/2(l -r2)a.
By the choice of a, we see that / = 1 + 0(1 -r2). It is easy to check that if tends to a negative constant near dB. D NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. Because of the normalization involved in our choice of hyperbolic metric h, equation (*) should read: A/¡u = -4 -Kge2u. This will not affect any of the results, but it will lead to corresponding changes throughout the paper.
